We present an equational veri cation of Milner's scheduler, which w e c hecked by computer. To our knowledge this is the rst time that the scheduler is proof-checked for a general numbern of scheduled processes.
Specifying Milner's scheduler
The scheduler as described by Milner 16 ] schedules n processes P(i) 1 i n in succession modulo n i.e. after process P(n) process P(1) is activated again. Moreover, a process may n e v er be reactivated before it has terminated. The process P(i) consists of a request for task initiation a(i) f o l l o wed by a (here unspeci ed) task Task(i) of which termination is indicated by b(i):
The scheduler is built from n cyclers which are positioned in a ring as depicted in Figure A(1 n ) takes care of process P(1) and cycler D(i n) 2 i n takes care of process P(i): The rst cycler A(1 n ) plays a special role as it starts up the system. Cycler A(i n) initiates process P(i) by performing an action a(i) signaling that Task(i) can start. Then, by performing an action s(i) it informs the next cycler D(i + n 1 n ) that it is P(i + n 1)'s turn to be initiated. Next, it waits for termination of process P(i) indicated by b(i) and in parallel it waits for a signal s(i ; n 1) indicating that it is again P(i)'s turn to be initiated. Finally, the cycler returns to its initial state. Cycler D(i n) rst receives a signal indicating that it may start. Then it immediately evolves into the initial state of A(i n). The formal speci cation is as follows. Here we t a k e the existence of the data type nat (natural numbers) for granted its speci cation can be found in Appendix C. We also use modulo calculations, e.g. above w e h a ve i n troduced the operator ; n which is subtraction modulo n: Below w e shall also use the operator + n which is addition modulo n: The speci cation of ; n and + n can be found in Appendix C.
For convenience of reference the following processes are de ned.
proc B(i : nat n : nat) = b(i)A(i n) E(i : nat n : nat) = b(i)D(i n) + r(i ; n 1)B(i n) C(i : nat n : nat) = s(i)E(i n)
The whole system is obtained by putting the n cyclers in parallel.
comm r|s = c proc 2 (m : nat n : nat) = ( 2 (m ; 1 n ) k D(m n)) / m 2 . Sched(n : nat) = fcg (@ fr sg (A(1 n ) k 2 (n n)))
Our speci cation of the scheduler is completely given within the syntax of CRL: This is in contrast with Milner's CCS speci cation:
Sched Def = (A 1 |D 2 | : : : |D n ) n f c 1 : : : c n g where the dots (: : : ) and the variable n (which p l a ys an important role) are informal notation.
A correctness criterion for the scheduler
The system of n cyclers as given above is called Milner's scheduler as the system is supposed to work as a scheduler. Below the notion of a scheduler, which is taken from 16], is speci ed in CRL.
proc Schedspec(i : nat X : list n : nat) = j:nat (b(j)Schedspec(i rem(j X) n ) / test(j X) . ) + / t e s t (i X) . a (i)Schedspec(i + n 1 i n (i X) n )
The process Schedspec(i X n) describes a scheduler in the state when any P(j) j 2 X may terminate, and also P(i) m a y be initiated provided that i 6 2 X:
In the speci cation above w e use the function in for inserting an element in a list and the function rem for removing an element from a list. The function test checks whether or not a number is in the list. The speci cation of in, rem and test can be found in Appendix C. Note that we used lists as parameters instead of sets because we found it easier to mechanise the reasoning with lists. Now, we can formulate the correctness of Milner's scheduler as follows:
One can easily check t h a t t h e restriction n 2 i s e s s e n tial. However, Milner's correctness criterion does not refer to such a restriction, which u n a voidably leads to the existence of an incorrect step in the corresponding proof. 1 And this is the only bug we found in Milner's proof apart from this small oversight his veri cation is very accurate.
Formalising Milner's notation
In his proof Milner often uses the meta-notation i2X P i standing for the parallel composition of all processes P i with i 2 X f1 : : : n g: In this notation one can rewrite the CCS scheduler given in Section 3 as Sched = ( A 1 j j2f2 ::: ng D j ) n f c 1 : : : c n g:
By using this notation many crucial steps in Milner's proof are lifted to meta-level. For instance the two f o l l o wing meta-identities (given in CCS notation):
are often used in Milner's proof. Below w e formalise Milner's -notation in CRL and prove identities such a s g i v en above completely within the proof theory (see Lemma 5.1) .
It is straightforward to simulate the set-theoretic operations which are used by Milner by operations on lists. Beside the functions already mentioned, we u s e the well-known functions`empty' (empty) head' (hd) and`tail' (tl). Now w e de ne the processes D and E as follows.
The analogues of the meta-identities mentioned above are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1.
2. This case is shown with induction on X:The induction follows ? and in: X = ? : test(i ?) = F and the implication follows.
by I.H. and C.4.8
3. Analogous to (1). 4. Analogous to (2).
2
As a further example of Milner's -notation, consider the expression j6 2X D j , w h i c h should be read as j2f1 ::: ngnX D j . In our notation, this becomes: D (X n n ). Here, X n means f i l l (1 n );X, where f i l l (1 n ) is the list of natural numbers from 1 up to and including n. For technical convenience, lists are always` lled' in decreasing order, e.g. ll(1 4) = in(4 i n (3 i n (2 i n (1 ?)))). X ; Y is the analogue of set di erence and is de ned using the function rem. The predicate X Y states that every number which occurs in X also occurs in Y . We adopt the convention that we often omit the left hand side of boolean equations for easy notation, i.e. we m a y w r i t e test(i X) as a short hand for test(i X) = T :
Some care has to be taken to ensure that the representation of sets by lists is well-de ned. For 
2. The key step is 5.2.1.
3. By 5.2.2 and the fact that perm(rem(j X) n i n (j X n )) unique(rem(j X) n ) a n d unique(in(j X n )): 4. By 5.2.2 and the fact that perm(in(i rem(j X)) n i n (j in(i X) n )) unique(in(i rem(j X)) n ) and unique(in(j in(i X) n )): 2 Lemma 5.2.2 states that lists behave like sets when they appear as parameter in : In the next lemma it is shown how we c a n expand the -construct to a summation. This is the key step in the main proof. Lemma 5.3. ( -Expansion).
For proving this lemma we use the following auxiliary proposition.
Proposition 5.4.
Now w e can proceed with the proof of the lemma given above.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.
1. With induction on X:
by Sum Expansion (Lemma A.4)
The application of C.4.3 hangs on unique(in(i Y ))^test(j Y ) ! : eq(i j):
2. Similar to (1).
The next lemma states that we can simulate the 2 process from the speci cation by t h e D and the ll-construct. This will be used in the main proof in Section 6.
Lemma 5.5.
The correctness proof
In this section we v erify that Milner's scheduler indeed satis es the criterion stated in Section 4. This is proved as Theorem 6.2.5. The essential step in Milner's proof is the introduction of the process proc Sched(i : nat X : list n : nat) = fcg (@ fr sg (
which forms the bridge between the processes Sched(n) and Schedspec(i X n): We follow Milner's proof very closely. First we s h o w that the process Sched(i X n) satis es the (guarded) de ning equation of Schedspec(i X n): This is done by distinguishing two cases: the case where X contains number i and the case where X does not. Then by u s i n g R S P w e h a ve Sched(i X n) = Schedspec(i X n): Finally, a simple calculation shows that Sched(n) is an instance of Sched(i X n) i.e. Sched(n) = Schedspec(1 ? n ) and we are done. All these calculations can be found in Theorem 6.2, the main proof.
The main proof relies on two important steps which w e treat below. The scheduler can be in two states where it is unstable, i.e. it can perform one or more invisible -actions. Milner shows that these states are equivalent to a stable state.
This involves renaming actions that contain data parameters. Due to the presence of data parameters in actions we h a ve to extend the syntax of the hiding and encapsulation operators. Recall that @ frg (p) is the result of renaming all occurrences of r in p to . But sometimes we w ant to rename only those occurrences of r in p of the form r(i) and leave occurrences of the form r(i + n 1) unchanged.
See the proof of Proposition B.1.1 for an example. The same holds for the -operator. So we extend the syntax in such a w ay t h a t w e can write @ <r(i)> (p) (and <r(i)> (p)) and give axioms stating that these operators have the desired properties. These can be found in Appendix B. A full treatment o f the new syntax and axioms is given in 10].
Another feature of the proof below i s that it can already be given within branching bisimulation which is less-identifying than Milner's weak bisimulation.
Lemma 6.1. For easy notation we write`F(p)' for` <c(i)> (@ <s(i) r(i)> (p))', where p is an arbitrary CRL process.
by B1 and similar computations as in 6.1.1 for reducing the communication result to
Now w e h a ve reached the point where we can prove the main theorem.
Theorem 6.2. We write`Cond' f o r n 2^i 1^i n^X ll(1 n )^unique(X)'.
In (1) we m a y replace n 2 i n Cond by n 1:
Proof.
1.
by expansion, using -Expansion (5.3) and Sum Expansion (A.4)
Sched(i X n)
by expansion, using -Expansion (5.3) and Sum Expansion (A.4) 
by applying the 6 th and the 7 th step in reverse direction func Cond : nat list nat ! Bool rew Cond(i X n) = n 2 a n d i 1 a n d i n and X ll(1 n ) and unique(X) proc G(i : nat X : list n : nat) =
We claim that both expressions iXn:Schedspec(i X n) / Cond(i X n) . and iXn:Sched(i X n) / Cond(i X n) . are solutions for G: 2 It is straightforward to see that the rst expression is a solution for G: For the other we h a ve t o s h o w that the following equation is derivable:
We abbreviate this equation by : For showing that holds, we o n l y h a ve to distinguish two cases:
Now it is easy to see that (I) and (II) are equivalent with the formulas stated in resp. Theorem 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.2. Therefore we know that holds and therewith iXn:Sched(i X n) / Cond(i X n) . is a solution for G: By RSP we then have Sched(i X n) / Cond(i X n) . = Schedspec(i X n) / Cond(i X n) .
from which w e can easily derive Cond ! Sched(i X n) = Schedspec(i X n) which nishes the proof. 
Concluding remarks
The experiment can be considered as successful: we h a ve brought d o wn Milner's proof to a completely formal level and checked it by computer. Yet we also have t o admit that formalising and checking Milner's proof was harder than we expected. First, identities that are simple at meta-level are not easy to prove in a formalised setting, e.g. the -Expansion lemma. Generally speaking, the identities that were most di cult to prove w ere those that involve processes which h e a vily interact with data.
Secondly, w e had to extend CRL with alphabet axioms and re ne our notion of hiding and encapsulation, to be able to formalise the application of the Restriction laws in Milner's proof. It turned out that the formalisation of the Restriction laws (alphabet axioms) in a setting with data was not straightforward. This imposed a considerable delay on our work.
Finally, w e had to write out and check a large amount of small proof steps. This is not only hard work, but, again, identities that are trivial at meta-level (and therefore mostly omitted) can sometimes be quite di cult at formal level.
Although the veri cation was not an easy task, we are con dent that by doing more of such protocol veri cations we obtain more skill and experience in doing calculations such as given in the paper. Moreover, we believe that proof-checkers can be improved in generating more proof steps by themselves, e.g. by using more advanced tactics. This will lead to a situation where proof-checked veri cation of many distributed systems becomes feasible.
A An overview of the proof theory for CRL
In 13] a k ernel proof system has been given which a l l o ws to prove i d e n tities about processes with data. This proof system is summarised in A.1. In A.2, we present some basic lemmas which are derived from this system and which w e used in the veri cation of Milner's scheduler. Beside the kernel system we use the so-called alphabet axioms. These are presented in Appendix B.
A.1 The proof system Table 1 lists the axioms of ACP in CRL, followed by the axioms for hiding TI, standard concurrency SC and branching bisimulation B. For an explanation of the axioms we refer to 13], except for the following points. We distinguish between actions (e.g. r(i) is an action) and gates, which arè incomplete' actions (e.g. r is a gate). The function label extracts the gate from an action. The Table 2 lists the typical CRL axioms and rules for interaction between data and processes. The axioms for summation are denoted by SUM, the axioms for the conditional by COND and the rules for the booleans by BOOL.
Beside the axioms and rules mentioned above, CRL incorporates two other important proof principles. First, it supports an principle for induction not only on data but also on data in processes. The second principle is RSP (Recursive Speci cation Principle) taken from 1] extended to processes with data. Informally, i t s a ys that each guarded recursive speci cation has at most one solution.
A.2 Basic lemmas for CRL
In this section, we present a n umber of elementary lemmas (see 9]) which are derived from the proof system given above. These lemmas are used in the veri cation of the scheduler, but are also interesting in their own right a s i t i s v ery likely that they are needed in every CRL veri cation. 
The following proposition is used in Theorem 6.2.1.
Proposition A.5. Let p be a process.
Proof. As mentioned in section 6, we sometimes want to encapsulate occurrences of r in a process p which have the natural number i as parameter, while leaving occurrences of r(i + n 1) unchanged. To this end we extend our proof system with the axioms given in Table 3 .
We also add the alphabet axioms given in Table 4 Partners(a) is the set of actions b that can communicate with a. P a r t n e r s 0 (a) is the set of actions b that can communicate with a such that the resulting action c is not equal to a. E.g.
Partners(r) = Partners 0 (r) = fsg.
To our knowledge this is the rst time alphabet axioms (Milner calls them Restriction laws) are brought d o wn to a completely formal level such that they can be used for proof checking. For a more general discussion on this subject we refer to 10]. Using the above mentioned axioms, we shall prove Lemma B.3. This lemma is used in the main theorem and is essential for having Milner's proof formalised in CRL it allows to distribute the encapsulation and hiding operators over the merge operator. 
if label(a) 2 G for all a 2 A 
C Elementary data types
Below, we present the data identities we needed in the scheduler veri cation. Although all these results have been proof-checked we do not present the proofs here, since they are standard. Lemma C.3. 
tl(in(j X)) = X empty(?) = T empty(in(j X)) = F ll(m n) = if (n < m ? if (eq(n 0) i n (0 ?) i n (n ll(m P(n))))) X n = ll(1 n ) ; X X ; ? = X X ; in(j Y ) = rem(j X ; Y )
Coq is a proof assistant based on the formulas as types, proofs as terms paradigm ( see 7]). In this paradigm, a formula is translated into a type in a typed lambda calculus and proofs of this formula are translated into lambda-terms of the corresponding type. Coq is an assistant in the sense that the proof is built up step by step by the user, while the computer checks the correctness of each s t e p . Small proof steps can be done automatically by Coq. The actual construction of the lambda-term (the proof) is hidden from the user: the user just enters commands which are close to expressions in traditional proofs. Therefore the reasoning in Coq is very similar to reasoning in ordinary mathematics.
The type theory underlying Coq is an extension of the Calculus of Constructions (see 3]) with Inductive T ypes (see 17]). The translation of a data type (with a set of constructors) into an inductive type (when this is possible) has the e ect that the constructors of the inductive t ype are independent and an induction principle and a recursion scheme for this inductive t ype are generated.
As an illustration of the rst feature, after the declaration of the inductive type bool with two constructors true and false, the inequality o f true and false holds by de nition, whereas in CRL it is given by the axiom BOOL1. The latter two features enable the user to reason with induction over the data type and to de ne functions by recursion over the data type.
We have tried to use these facilities as much as possible. For instance, the sort list in CRL is implemented as an inductive t ype List in with two constructors nil (for the empty list) and in (for appending an element to a list) in Coq. The functions on lists are not de ned equationally like in CRL but directly using the recursion scheme for List. In some cases this allows for simpler proofs. E.g. in CRL, the identity test(2 i n (1 i n (1 (in(2 ?))))) = T is proved in more than three steps. In Coq this is done in one step since it is internally computed that test(2 i n (1 i n (1 (in(2 ?))))) equals T.
As an example of the proof checking we n o w g i v e t h e d e v elopment w h i c h corresponds to the proof of Proposition A.5. A proof development consists of a series of commands (or`tactics') entered by the user, which (internally) generate the -term that corresponds to the proof in the paper. The command Goal name indicates that we are going to prove the`goal' name. Each subsequent tactic is applied to the current goal and generates some (possibly none) new subgoals. We brie y explain the notation. The expression (x:A)P is notation for 8x:A:P (`for all x in A, P is true'). We n o w explain the tactics. The command Intros i X p H has the e ect that i, X and p are locally declared variables (`let i, X and p begiven') and that we h a ve assumed that the boolean (Testn i X) equals true. Recall that proofs are represented by terms and in this setting`proofs' of assumptions are just free variables of the corresponding type. So H is a free variable of type <bool>(Testn i X)=true. We s a y t h a t i, X, p, a n d H are added to the context'.
A command of the form Rewrite name has the e ect that if name denotes a proof of <A>a=b then occurrences of a in the current goal are replaced by b. The command Rewrite <-name has the opposite e ect. The names given in this example refer to the corresponding result in the paper, except for A 3 for nat, w h i c h refers to Lemma A.3 (Sum Elimination) specialised to the data type nat. The name sym Eqn refers to the proof of the symmetry of equality on natural numbers. Note that in the proof in the paper the application of this fact (in the rst step) is left implicit.
After the command Rewrite sym Eqn the goal is simply the identity o f t wo expressions which are literally equal. This goal is solved automatically by Auto. The proof ends with an Assumption command. This is because the application of Lemma C.4.1 requires that test(i X) = T, a condition which is ful lled since we a r e w orking under this assumption. So Coq inspects the context to nd the required assumption H. T h us it answers with Goal proved!, after which t h e result is stored by t h e command Save PnA 5.
